
 

 

TIGER BACCARAT 

 

SUMMARY: 

Tiger Baccarat is a modification of Baccarat by offering addition side bets.  

The game uses eight (8) standard fifty-two (52) card decks. 

The rules and payouts are described below: 

 

BASE GAME: 

 

The base game uses the standard Baccarat rules. The payouts are:  

 

▪ If the patron wagers on the Player and the Player bet wins; the patron is paid 1 to 1.  

▪ If the patron wagers on the Banker and the Banker bet wins; the patron is paid 1 to 1. All winning 

Banker wagers are charged a 5% commission. 

▪ If the patron wagers on the Tie and the Tie bet wins; the patron is paid 8 to 1. 

▪ If the patron wagers on the Player or Banker and the Tie bet wins; the wager is pushed. 

 

TIGER PAIR SIDE BET  

 

Tiger Pair is an independent side bet that wins if the first two (2) cards dealt to the Banker or Player 

respectively are a pair; the patron is paid 4 to 1. If both Banker and Player are dealt a pair that are not identical; 

the patron is paid 20 to 1. If both Banker and Player are dealt identical pairs (10   , 10    , 10    , and 10    ) the 

patron is paid 100 to 1. 

 

TIGER SIDE BET  

 

Tiger is an independent side bet that wins if the banker wins with a point total of six (6) with either two (2) or 

three (3) cards. The payout schedule is as follows: 

3-Card Banker win of 6 pays 20 to 1  

2-Card Banker win of 6 pays 12 to 1  

All other outcomes lose. 
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SMALL TIGER SIDE BET 

Small Tiger is an independent side bet that wins if the Banker wins the hand with a point total of six (6) with 

two (2) cards.  

Payout is 22 to 1 

All other outcomes lose. 

BIG TIGER SIDE BET 

Big Tiger is an independent side bet that wins if the Banker wins the hand with a point total of six (6) with three 

(3) cards. 

Payout is 50 to 1 

All other outcomes lose. 

 

Winning 

Bet 

Pays 

“Banker” (winning Banker wagers are charged a 5% 

commission) 

1 to 1 

“Player” 1 to 1 

“Tie” 8 to 1 

“Tiger Pair” 

 

 

Player or Banker have a pair 4 to 1 

Player and Banker have a pair 20 to 1 

Player and Banker have identical pairs 100 to 1 

 “Tiger”  

2-Card Banker win of 6 12 to 1 

3-Card Banker win of 6 20 to 1 

 “Small Tiger” 22 to 1 

 “Big Tiger” 50 to 1 

 




